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On January 24, 1939 an earthquake of
magnitude 8.3 centred in south central Chile left
50,000 people dead and 60,000 injured. The disaster
came just 33 years after another terrible quake in
Chile killed tens of thousands. The epicentre of the
massive quake was near the city of Chillan. The
entire community was levelled as the construction of
homes and public buildings was not nearly strong
enough to prevent their collapse. Approximately
10,000 of Chillan’s 40,000 residents died when they
were crushed by falling buildings. The town of
Concepcion was also struck hard.

In the aftermath of the earthquake, President
Pedro Aguirre Cerda declared martial law and sent in
the Chilean military to establish order. The Red
Cross also played an important role in the relief
efforts. A mild winter made the delivery of assistance
and supplies to the region relatively easy.

A notable civilian aid mission was carried out
on 14 February 1939 by the Dornier Do 26 V2
Seefalke (Sea Falcon) commanded by veteran
Lufthansa pilot Flugkäpitan Siegfried Graf Schack
von Wittenau. The aircraft flew a 10,700 Km mercy
flight taking 580 Kg of medical supplies for the
earthquake victims to Chile. The flight lasted 36
hours and represented a monumental achievement at

the time.
Worth a model? I reckon. Maybe even a

Mach 2 model…A-Model has just issued a kit of the
Do 26 as well.  Mr Wong had the Mach 2 model in
stock at the time of the 2013 MoB bus trip so it had
to happen.

The Aircraft
Dr Claude Dornier designed and produced

many successful flying boats in the inter war period.
He was a visionary entrepreneur as well as a brilliant

engineer, and dreamed of using air transport to reach

The Do 26 V2 Seefalke at Műggelsee in the spring of 1939

Medical supplies are loaded aboard the Seefalke.



distant parts of the world to bring about closer
contact between nations. In 1937 Lufthansa ordered
three Do 26 flying boats as transatlantic mailplanes.
The Do 26 was the most beautiful flying boat ever
built, with its gull wing, retractable floats and smooth
lines - as these pictures show. It was powered by four
tandem mounted Jumo 205 diesel engines.

Range was sufficient to cross the north or
south Atlantic with up to 4 passengers or up to
500Kg of mail.

The Kit
This is a Mach 2 model, but one of the better

efforts from M Palix – it even has a usable cockpit
interior. You can’t of course see this through the
transparencies. Pythagoras reminded me to stock up
on filler, primer and sandpaper before starting. That
said, the shape is good and parts are provided for

both military and civilian versions. Decals include
markings for the Seefalke.  The instructions are post-
modern and not very helpful.

Falcon makes vacform replacement canopies
– one civilian and one military - which are handy.

The Build
It took a couple of days sanding and filing to

get the fuselage halves to join around the cockpit
interior and passenger compartment, with shims and
much filler.

Once the fuselage is together unfillable gaps
remain on the dorsal surface. Fortunately the aircraft
had external strengthening and a walkway here so I
sanded the area smooth and stuck a 4mm plastic strip
over the gaping seam with strakes of plastic rod each
side, neatly hiding the mess.

The most troublesome part of the project
began –fitting the gull wings. The same problem

Graf Schack at the controls of another transatlantic
flight – this time aboard the Ha 139.

Kit parts

Kit transparencies (L) with Falcon
replacements (R).

Cockpit interior
Fuselage held together with cable ties and clamps

with shims in place



arose in reverse in the Mach 2 Ha139.
The wings themselves required a lot of

pressure to bring them together. Shims and lots of
filler went into the process.

The lower surfaces require about 2mm of
additional span to reach the fuselage and this was
done with plastic strip.

Once this was done the rest was surprisingly
trouble free.

The engine nacelles have the option of fitting

the rear props in the raised “take off” or the lowered
“in flight” position. I went for option B.  A bit of
cleaning up is required but fit is OK. The prop blades
are separate and a bit crude, but prompt one to
remember to set the blades differently for the front
(tractor) and rear (pusher) engines. I used props from
a Ju 86 for the front engines.

Lots of little bits and bobs (mass balances,
flap actuators) are present under the wings together
with the radiators. These are all usable after a
cleanup despite failing the “ten cent test”.

The float retraction struts are clumsy and
were replaced by plastic rod but the floats
themselves are OK if extended. If retracted floats are
preferred get out the plastic card…

The Falcon canopy was spot on. The canopy
was secured with PVA and blended into the shape of
the fuselage.

Paint and Decal
Once all this was done it was off to the

paintshop.  The major colour is light grey (see colour
picture above) which is fairly close to Gunze H62
IJA Grey. It’s even closer to Light Aircraft Grey but
I didn’t know this until after painting was completed.

Big gaps in upper fuselage covered

Strong arm tactics required to join the wings

Plastic strips filling gaps at leading edge and wing
fuselage joint

Underwing floats with bibs and bobs

The Falcon canopy is very nice



The engine nacelles are black-grey RLM66 and the
upper wings RLM 04 yellow.

The decals are thin and adhere strongly. The
black is slightly off register but this is only noticeable
on the Lufthansa crest. The white is very dense – no

red shows through the swastika background. After
the last coat of varnish only the ones on the wings
silvered – I don’t get this.

After this it’s a matter of aerials, landing
lights and other fiddly bits. Portholes were done with
PVA glue.  The craft was fairly new and used for
publicity photos so weathering is minimal.

And Now
The diorama base is problematic - has anyone

got a 1/72 Phänomen Granit Ambulance for carrying
the medical supplies?

Philosophical Evaluation
I asked Pythagoras about the project. He

smiled enigmatically. He pointed to the name
Seefalke before reminding me of his twentieth
symbol: “Breed nothing that has crooked talons”.
Then he headed off to Croton to give another lecture.

Painted brightly
and done

Here is the ambulance in question with the
Seefalke in the backgroun


